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Abstract
Reynold’s 1977 treatment of realcompactness for a Grothendieck topos (1) requires the axiom
of countable choice because it depends on cozero -frames, and (2) does not faithfully reect
Hewitt’s original notion since it only captures Lindelof spaces, as was discovered some years
later. Here, a choice-free version of Reynolds’ result is presented, based on suitable uniformities,
together with a new variant which provides an exact extension of Hewitt’s realcompactness.
c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 06D99; 54A99; 54C40; 54D60.
Twenty years ago, Reynolds introduced a notion of realcompactness for a Grothen-
dieck topos [18] which in particular determined a corresponding concept for locales {
or, dually, for frames. As it turned out, however, this did not constitute the same kind
of suggestive transfer of a notion from classical to pointfree topology as exemplied by
other variants of compactness, such as compactness itself, Lindelofness, paracompact-
ness, or pseudocompactness. Indeed, as subsequently shown by Madden{Vermeer [16],
the frame OX of open sets of a Tychono space X is realcompact in the sense that the
corresponding sheaf topos is realcompact as dened by Reynolds i X is Lindelof, and
it is well-known that there are many natural examples of realcompact spaces which
fail to be Lindelof, such as all powers of R with uncountable exponent.
Actually, it is fairly clear where this discrepancy between the classical and the new
notion might have originated. Reynolds called a Grothendieck topos A realcompact
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whenever the natural map
GTop(E ;A)! Hom( RA; RE)
from geometric morphisms over the base category Ens of sets to the indicated real-
algebra homomorphisms is one{one and onto for any arbitrary Grothendieck topos E
whereas Hewitt’s original denition of (what came eventually to be called) realcompact
spaces suggests the weaker condition requiring this only for E = Ens. It is one of the
purposes of this paper to clarify this situation.
We restrict our considerations to frames because that is where all the fundamental
facts are situated. Also, it seems appropriate to modify the terminology slightly; thus,
in accordance with the original topological usage, a completely regular frame M will
be called realcompact if every unitary R-algebra homomorphism to R from its algebra
R(M) of real-valued continuous functions is a point evaluation, that is, determined
by some homomorphism M ! 2, while the property considered by Reynolds, where
R ’ R(2) is replaced by any R(L), will be referred to as strong realcompactness.
Our way of dealing with these notions is derived from Nachbin’s treatment of classical
realcompactness in terms of the weak uniformity on a Tychono space X determined
by all real-valued continuous functions on X and the metric uniformity of R [17]. We
rst establish some basic results concerning the corresponding concept for arbitrary
completely regular frames (Section 1) and some relevant facts regarding function alge-
bras (Section 2), then show that strong realcompactness is the same as completeness
with respect to the uniformity introduced in Section 1 (Section 3), and nally charac-
terize realcompactness itself by the weaker notion of Cauchy completeness (Section 4).
The latter then is the exact extension of Nachbin’s characterization of realcompactness
to the pointfree setting. Moreover, it permits to show further that, as in the case of
strong realcompactness, realcompactness is coreective in the category of completely
regular frames, the coreection resulting from the strong realcompact coreection by
a well-understood general process described by Banaschewski{Hong [5] and, in modi-
ed form, by Banaschewski{Gilmour [4]. We close with a brief survey of a precisely
parallel development which corresponds to the shift, in the classical case, from real-
valued continuous functions on Tychono spaces to integer-valued continuous functions
on zero-dimensional Hausdor spaces, dealing with zero-dimensional frames and their
rings of integer-valued continuous functions. The details of this will appear elsewhere.
Regarding foundations, it should be emphasized that all arguments presented here
are choice-free, that is, proceed entirely within Zermelo{Fraenkel set theory, in contrast
with the earlier work quoted. Thus, Reynolds [18] uses several results concerning the
cozero elements of a frame which implicitly involve the axiom of countable choice
(ACC), and the existence of the coreection established in [18], later identied by
Madden{Vermeer [16] as the regular Lindelof coreection, is actually equivalent to
ACC modulo the assumption that the discrete space of natural numbers is Lindelof
([20]; see also [3]). Thus, the use of uniformities in this context provides a twofold
advantage: not only does it permit a suggestive distinction between strong and mere
realcompactness but it also allows for stronger, namely choice-free results.
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0. Background
For general facts concerning frames we refer to Johnstone [15] or Vickers [22].
Here, we list some details of specic relevance to this paper.
A frame homomorphism h :M ! L is called dense if h(a) = 0 implies a = 0 and
codense if, dually, h(a) = e (the unit) implies a = e. An important aspect of these
notions is that, for homomorphisms between regular frames, dense implies monic,
codense implies one{one, and if L is compact, dense implies codense.
A closed quotient of a frame L is any frame of the form "a = fx 2 L j x  ag, and
the corresponding quotient homomorphism is the map L !"a taking x 2 L to x _ a.
Any frame homomorphism h :M ! L then has the following dense-closed quotient
factorization
M −!
()_a
"a−!
h
L;
where a =
W
h−1f0g and h(x) = h(x) for all x  a.
Concerning complete regularity, we take this to mean that a =
Wfx 2 L j x  ag
for each a 2 L, where x  a says there exists a sequence (cnk)n=0;1;:::;k=0;1;:::;2n such
that for all n and k
c00 = x; c01 = a; cnk = cn+1 2k ; cnk  cn k+1;
using u  v for v _ u = e.
For subsets A; B; : : : and elements a; b; : : : ; x; y; : : : of a frame L, we use the following
notation and terminology:
A  B (A renes B) if each a 2 A is below some b 2 B.
Ax =
Wfs 2 A j s ^ x 6= 0g.
A  B (A star-renes B) if fAx j x 2 Ag  B.
A is a cover of L if
W
A = e.
Further, for any set M of covers of L,
a CM b (a is M-strongly below b) if Ca  b for some C 2M:
The relation CM is the strong inclusion for M.
M is admissible if a =
Wfx 2 L j x CM ag for all a 2 L.
Now, a uniformity on L is an admissible set U of covers of L which is a lter
relative to  such that, for each B 2 U, there exist A  B in U.
A uniform frame is then a frame together with a specied uniformity on it, and
a uniform frame homomorphism is a homomorphism of the underlying frames which
maps the specied covers to such covers; further, it is called a surjection if it is onto
for both, the underlying frames and the specied uniformities. Next, a uniform frame
L is called complete if any dense surjection M ! L is an isomorphism, and a dense
surjection M ! L with complete M is called a completion of L. An important fact then
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is that any uniform frame has a completion, unique up to isomorphism and functorial
for uniform homomorphisms. For the origin of this subject, see [14]; a more recent
detailed account is given by Banaschewski [1].
Finally, the frame L(R) of reals will here be the frame generated by the ordered
pairs (p; q) of rationals p; q 2 Q subject to the relations
(R1) (p; q) ^ (r; s) = (p _ r; q ^ s) for all p; q; r, and s.
(R2) (p; q) _ (r; s) = (p; s) whenever p  r < q  s.
(R3) (p; q) =
Wf(r; s) j p < r < s < qg for all p and q.
(R4) e =
Wf(p; q) j p; q 2 Qg.
Note that this version, given by Banaschewski{Mulvey [7], diers slightly from that
used by Johnstone [15] but is clearly equivalent to it.
In L(R), we put
(p;−) =
_
f(p; q) j q 2 Qg; (−; q) =
_
f(p; q) j p 2 Qg;
observing that (p; q) = 0 whenever p  q as a consequence of (R3). Next, for any
p < r < s < q, (r; s)  (p; q) since the condition implies that
(p; q) _ (s;−) = (p;−); (−; r) _ (p; q) = (−; q)
and (p;−) _ (−; q) = e by easy calculations. It then follows for the same (p; q) and
(r; s) that (r; s)  (p; q), and by (R3) this shows that L(R) is completely regular.
Further, we recall that L(R) carries a natural uniformity, its metric uniformity,
generated by the covers
Cn = f(p; q) j 0< q− p < 1=ng; n = 1; 2; : : : ;
which have the property that Cn+1Cn and C3n  Cn. Moreover, L(R) is complete
in this uniformity [1].
Besides L(R) one also considers certain quotients of L(R) such as the closed
quotient "(−; 0), the frame of non-negative reals, which will alternatively be denoted
L([0;−)).
1. The real uniformity of a frame
For any frame L, the covers rened by some cover ’1[Cn] ^    ^ ’k [Cn], for ho-
momorphisms ’i :L(R) ! L and any of the basic uniform covers Cn of L(R), will
be called the real-uniform covers of L. It is clear that these covers form a lter rela-
tive to the renement relation and that any such cover is star-rened by such a cover.
Concerning the admissibility of these covers we have
Lemma 1. In any frame L, a  b i Ca  b for some real-uniform cover C of L.
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Proof. (() The metric uniformity of L(R) obviously has the property that any of its
uniform covers is the start of some explicitly given sequence of uniform covers that
successively star-rene each other, and the same then carries over to the real-uniform
covers of any frame L. As a consequence, one can show that a  b whenever Ca  b
for some real-uniform cover C of L without appeal to any choice principle: indeed,
any given sequence C = A0A1A2    determines a sequence of successive
-interpolations beginning with
a  A0a; a  A1a  A0a; a  A2a  A1a  A2(A1a)  A0a;
by an obvious procedure based on the fact that
An(An(An−1(   (A‘a)   )))  A‘−1a
for all n > ‘  1.
()) Given a  b, a familiar explicit construction determines a homomorphism
’ : L(R) ! L for which a  ’(−; 0) and ’(−; 1)  b, and since C1(−; 0)  (−; 1)
in L(R) this shows Ca  b for C = ’[C1].
Corollary 1. The real-uniform covers of a frame L form a uniformity of L i L is
completely regular.
This leads us to introduce the following for any completely regular frame L.
Denition 1. The real uniformity of L is the uniformity consisting of its real-uniform
covers, and L is called real-complete if it is complete in this uniformity. Further,
L :CRL ! L will be the frame homomorphism determined by the completion of L
relative to its real uniformity.
Remark 1. L(R) is real-complete: as noted, it is complete in its metric uniformity
and hence, by general principles, also complete in the ner (= larger) real uniformity.
Remark 2. Any compact completely regular frame L is real-complete: its real unifor-
mity is just its unique uniformity (generated by all nite covers), and L is known to
be complete in this [1].
Proposition 1. Real-completeness is coreective in the category CRFrm of completely
regular frames, with coreection maps L :CRL ! L.
Proof. We rst have to show that CRL is completely regular for completely regular L.
Now, the real uniformity of L has the property, noted in the proof of Lemma 1, that
each of its uniform covers is the start of an explicitly given sequence of uniform covers
which successively star-rene each other, and the completion uniformity of CRL then
inherits this property because it is generated by the images of the real-uniform covers
of L under the right adjoint of the completion map, and taking these images trivially
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preserves star-renements. Consequently, by the proof of Lemma 1, CRL is completely
regular.
Next, the correspondence L 7! CRL is obviously functorial since any homomorphism
between completely regular frames is trivially uniform relative to the real uniformity,
and completion of uniform frames is functorial. In addition, L :CRL ! L is natural
in L, again by the properties of uniform completion, and since the L are monic in
CRFrm because they are dense it remains to show L is an isomorphism i L is
real-complete. Here, \if" holds by denition, and so all we need to see is that CRL is
real-complete; it is clear that this will follow if we prove that its real uniformity is the
same as its completion uniformity.
More generally, let h :M ! L be any dense surjection of uniform frames where the
uniformity of L is the real uniformity of its underlying frame. Then we claim that the
same holds for the uniformity of M . To see this, recall rst that the latter is generated
by the images of the uniform covers of L by the right adjoint h : L ! M of h. Now,
note that for any frame homomorphism ’ :L(R)! M and n = 1; 2; : : :
h[h’[C3n]]  ’[Cn]  h[h’[Cn]];
the rst inequality because C3n  Cn and a  b in M implies hh(a)  b by the
denseness of h, and the second trivially. Here, the rst relation shows that the real
uniformity of the underlying frame of M is contained in its given uniformity while
the second proves the reverse inclusion because the h’ range over all L(R) ! L:
any frame homomorphism  :L(R) ! L factors through h by the real-completeness
of L(R) because the completion of L is also the completion of M .
Remark 3. For a certain class of completely regular frames, the real-complete core-
ection has a particularly suggestive explicit description: for any Boolean frame M ,
the real uniformity of M is the uniformity generated by the countable partitions of M ,
and consequently CRM is the frame of -ideals (= closed under countable joins) of
M and the map M :CRM ! M is given by taking each such ideal to its join in M . It
follows from this that M is real-complete i every -ideal is principal. In particular,
this shows that any countably generated Boolean frame is real-complete, such as the
frame of regular open sets of any second-countable space.
We conclude with some alternative characterizations of real-completeness. For this,
recall that a frame homomorphism h :M ! L is called a CR-extension of L if it is
dense onto and for any ’ :L(R) ! L there exist ’ :L(R) ! M such that h ’ = ’.
Then we have
Proposition 2. The following are equivalent for a completely regular frame L:
(1) L is real-complete.
(2) Any CR- extension M ! L of L is an isomorphism.
(3) L is isomorphic to a closed quotient of some copower of L(R).
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Proof. (1) ) (2). Any CR-extension is trivially a dense surjection relative to the real
uniformities.
(2) ) (3). For the dense-closed quotient factorizationM
’ :L(R)!L
L(R)! M ! L
of the homomorphism that combines all L(R)! L, M ! L is trivially a CR-extension
and hence an isomorphism.
(3) ) (1). Since L(R) is real-complete, any of its copowers is real-complete by
Proposition 1, and the same holds for any closed quotient of a real-complete frame,
again by Proposition 1 together with the additional fact that the present coreection
maps are dense.
Remark 4. As a consequence of Proposition 2 and Theorem 2.1 of Madden-Vermeer
[16], ACC implies that the real-complete and the Lindelof completely regular frames
are the same, and the converse follows from Proposition 1 and Theorem 3.1 of Schlitt
[20]. For a self-contained treatment of this equivalence see [3].
Remark 5. Concerning the relation between real-complete and Lindelof completely
regular frames in general, one might add that real-completeness does not imply Lin-
delofness: there are models of Zermelo{Fraenkel set theory in which the discrete space
N of natural numbers is not Lindelof ([10]; see also [3]), and since the power set of
N is a closed quotient of L(R) this means that L(R), the prototypical real-complete
frame, is not Lindelof in these models. We note that, on the other hand, the status of
the reverse implication is not known.
Remark 6. A summary account of the results in this section, with brief indications of
proofs, is also contained in Banaschewski{Gilmour [4].
2. Function algebras
For any frame L, the algebra R(L) of real-valued continuous functions on L has as
its elements the homomorphisms ; ; ; : : : from L(R) to L, with operations determined
by the operations of Q as lattice-ordered ring as follows:
(1) For  = +; ; ^; _:
(  )(p; q) =
_
f(r; s) ^ (t; u) j (r; s)  (t; u)  (p; q)g;
where the condition for the join is understood to mean that
r < x < s and t < y < u implies p < x  y < q
for all x; y 2 Q.
(2) (−)(p; q) = (−q;−p).
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(3) For each r 2 Q, a nullary operation r dened such that
r(p; q) = [[p < r < q]];
where [[  ]] signies the truth value, interpreted in L, of the stated condition.
Of course, these stipulations originally just dene maps from Q Q to L, but it is
then easy enough to check that they turn the dening relations (R1){(R4) of L(R)
into identities in L and consequently determine homomorphisms L(R)! L, as desired.
Next, one shows that any identity in these operations which is satised by Q also holds
in R(L), and consequently R(L) is a commutative lattice-ordered ring with unit, and
in fact, an F-ring (characterized, for instance, by the identity jj = jjjj). Moreover,
R(L) is an R-algebra in virtue of the fact that R ’ R(2) not only as a topological
space (Johnstone [15]) but also as lattice-ordered ring, as one readily sees by the
continuity of the operations of R and the fact that the isomorphism between R and
R(2) makes  2 R and  :L(R)! 2 correspond to each other such that
(p; q) = 1 i p <  < q:
In addition, direct calculations show that R(L) is semi-prime and archimedean, and
that any   1 in R(L) has an inverse. The latter then says that R(L) is an F-ring
with bounded inversion, also called a strong F-ring. Finally, using the map L(R)!
L([0;−)) which corresponds to the notion of taking square roots, one sees that any
  0 in R(L) is a square.
Obviously, the correspondence L 7! R(L) is functorial: for any frame homomorphism
h :M ! L, the map Rh :R(M) ! R(L) taking  2 R(M) to h 2 R(L) evidently
preserves all the given operations.
Remark 7. It can be shown that R(L) is the same as  RShL, the lattice-ordered R-
algebra of global elements of the real number object in the topos of sheaves on the
frame L, in which form it is considered by Reynolds [18].
Remark 8. It follows from the preceding observation, but can equally well be seen
directly, that, for any topological space X , R(OX ) is the same as the usual lattice-
ordered R-algebra of all continuous X ! R { precisely because of the isomorphism
R(2) ’ R.
An important feature of R(L) is the map coz :R(L) ! L which assigns to each
 2 R(L) its cozero element
coz() = ((−; 0) _ (0;−)):
This is quite obviously a support on R(L) as a ring, that is
coz() = coz() ^ coz(); coz(1) = e;
coz(+ )  coz() _ coz(); coz(0) = 0;
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but it has further properties related to the lattice structure of R(L), as follows: coz(jj) =
coz(), and for all ;   0,
coz(+ ) = coz() _ coz();
coz( ^ ) = coz() ^ coz():
Of crucial importance for our purposes is
Lemma 2. For any  2 R(L) and p; q 2 Q,
coz(((− p) ^ (q − ))+) = (p; q):
Proof. First, from the denition,
+(p; q) = ( _ 0)(p; q) =
_
f(r; s) ^ 0(t; u) j (r; s) _ (t; u)  (p; q)g
along with the condition that 0(t; u) = 0 whenever 0  t or u  0 and 0(t; u) = e if
t < 0< u, we obtain the following explicit description:
+(p; q) =
8<
:
(p; q) (0  p);
(−; q) (p < 0< q);
0 (q  0):
Combining this with the obvious relations
(− p)(r; s) = (r + p; s+ p); (q − )(r; s) = (q− s; q− r)
we see that
(− p)+(r; s) =
8<
:
(r + p; s+ p) (0  r);
(−; s+ p) (r < 0< s);
0 (s  0)
and, consequently,
coz((− p)+) = (− p)+(0;−) = (p;−);
with an analogous calculations showing that
coz((q − )+) = (q − )+(0;−) = (−; q):
As a result, we now obtain
coz(((− p) ^ (q − ))+) = coz((− p)+ ^ (q − )+)
= coz((− p)+) ^ coz((q − +)
= (p;−) ^ (−; q) = (p; q);
by the rules for ( )+ and coz.
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Next, we consider the bounded part R(L) of R(L) consisting of all  2 R(L) such
that jj  n for some natural n. Clearly, this is an ‘-subring of R(L) and hence the
same kind of ‘-ring as R(L) but it has one additional feature: its uniform topology
with basic neighbourhoods
Vn() = f 2 R(L) j j− j < 1ng
for each  2 R(L). Simple calculation, valid in any bounded F-ring, shows this is an
‘-ring topology, Hausdor because R(L) is archimedean. We are specically interested
in the lattice M(R(L)) of all ‘-ideals of R(L) closed in the uniform topology. Since
R(L) is a strong bounded F-ring this is a compact completely regular frame [2], and
the correspondence L 7!M(R(L)) is functorial in L because L 7! R(L) is functorial
since L 7! R(L) is, and M is a functor on strong bounded F-rings [2].
For more information about this functor MR from arbitrary to compact completely
regular frames we need
Lemma 3. For any a 2 L, K = f 2 R(L) j coz()  ag is a closed ‘-ideal of
R(L).
Proof. K is evidently an ideal, by the support properties of coz, and in fact an ‘-ideal
because coz()  coz() whenever 0     and coz(jj) = coz().
Next, for any   0 in the closure K of K and any natural n, if  2 K such that
j − j < 1=n then    + 1=n, and consequently
( 1n ;−)  ( + 1n )( 1n ;−) = (0;−)  coz()  a;
further, since this holds for all n = 1; 2; : : : ; it follows that
coz() = (0;−) = (
_
f( 1n ;−) j n = 1; 2; : : :g)
=
_
f( 1n ;−) j n = 1; 2; : : :g  a;
the second step by the properties of L(R), showing that  2 K . Finally, for arbitrary
, if  2 K then also jj 2 K because K is an ‘-ideal [2], hence jj 2 K as just
proved, and therefore  2 K since K is an ‘-ideal.
Corollary 1. For any ‘-ideal J of R(L) and  2 R(L), if  2 J then coz() W
coz[J ].
Proof. By the lemma,
f 2 R(L) j coz() 
_
coz[J ]g
is a closed ‘-ideal, and since it contains J trivially it contains J .
In the following, hi will be the closed ‘-ideal generated by  2 R(L). With this,
we have further
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Corollary 2. For any ;  2 R(L), if  2 hi then coz()  coz().
Proof. The ‘-ideal [] generated by  consists of all  2 R(L) such that jj  jj
for some   0 in R(L). Consequently,  2 [] implies
coz() = coz(jj)  coz(jj) = coz(jj) ^ coz()  coz();
showing that [] is contained in the closed ‘-ideal
f 2 R(L) j coz()  coz()g;
and the same then holds for its closure hi.
It follows easily from Corollary 1 that the map
L :M(R(L))! L; L(J ) =
_
coz[J ]
is a frame homomorphism for any completely regular frame L, onto since L(hi)=coz()
by Corollary 2 while the coz() generate L by complete regularity, and natural in L.
Moreover, L is an isomorphism i L is compact. For the non-trivial implication, note
that L is obviously dense, making it codense and therefore one{one for compact L.
As a result, L :M(R(L)) ! L is the coreection map from compact completely
regular frames, that is, the Stone{ Cech compactication of L. We note that this par-
ticular representation of this compactication is conceptually the same as that given
by Banaschewski{Mulvey [7], even though formally somewhat dierent, while entirely
dierent representations occur in Banaschewski{Mulvey [6] and Johnstone [15].
3. Strong realcompactness
We now turn to one of the notions of primary concern here.
Denition 2. A completely regular frame M is called strongly realcompact if the
unitary R-algebra homomorphisms ’ :R(M)! R(L), for any completely regular frame
L, are all of the form ’ = Rh for some frame homomorphism h :M ! L.
Remark 9. Since the images of the  2 R(M) generate M by complete regularity,
the functor R is faithful on completely regular frames, and hence the above h such
that ’ = Rh is unique. On the other hand, if we allow M to be arbitrary in the
above denition but require the h such that ’ = Rh to be unique then we can prove
that M is completely regular. It is this latter fact that makes it natural to restrict our
considerations to the completely regular case.
We now have the following characterization of strong realcompactness:
Proposition 3. A completely regular frame M is strongly realcompact i it is real-
complete.
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Proof. ()) Since L(R) is real-complete and M :CRM ! M dense, R(M ) :
R(CRM)! R(M) is an isomorphism, and hence there exists h :M ! CRM such that
Rh = R(M )−1. It follows that R(Mh) and R(hM ) are identity maps, and because
R is faithful on completely regular frames this makes M an isomorphism with
inverse h.
(() Let ’ :R(M) ! R(L) be a unitary R-algebra homomorphism for any com-
pletely regular frame L. Then ’ is order-preserving: if   0 in R(M) then  = 2
for some  2 R(M) as noted earlier, hence ’() = ’()2 in R(L), and ’()2  0 by
the properties of F-rings. Further, ’ is a lattice homomorphism: for any  2 R(M),
’(jj)2 = ’(jj2) = ’(2) = ’()2 = j’()j2
by the properties of F-rings, and since ’(jj)  0 as just shown and j’()j  0
trivially we conclude that ’(jj) = j’()j, by the property of semi-prime F-rings that
positive elements with equal squares are equal. Finally, since the lattice operations are
expressible in terms of j  j and the algebraic operations, it follows that ’ preserves
them.
In particular, ’ :R(M) ! R(L) induces  :R(M) ! R(L), an R-linear uni-
tary ‘-ring homomorphism which in turn determines the frame homomorphism M :
M(R(M))!M(R(L)) taking each closed ‘-ideal J of R(M) to the closed ‘-ideal
of R(L) generated by its image  [J ] [2]. Further, we have the following diagram:
M(R(M))
M −−−−−! M(R(L))
M
?????y
?????y L
M L
where we want LM to factor through M .
Now, by Lemma 1, the strong inclusion for the real uniformity of M is just the
relation , and consequently the Stone{ Cech compactication M :M(R(M))!M
is the Samuel compactication of M relative to the real uniformity [8, 6]. Further,
since M is real-complete M is the quotient map which turns all (M )-images of the
real-uniform covers of M into covers, by the description of uniform completion given
in [8]. Explicitly, this says M is characterized by the condition that it makes each
() f(M )((p; q)) j 0< q− p < 1ng ( 2 R(M); n = 1; 2; : : :)
into a cover, and hence LM factors through M whenever it maps all the sets ()
to covers.
Now, for any  2 R(M) and rational p and q,
M (h((− p) ^ (q − ))+i) = coz((− p) ^ (q − ))+ = (p; q)
by Corollary 2 of Lemma 2 and Lemma 3. Hence,
h((− p) ^ (q − ))+  (M )()p; q));
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and by acting M on this we obtain
h((’()− p) ^ (q − ’()))+i  (M )(M )((p; q));
because ’ is a homomorphism of lattice-ordered R-algebras. Finally, acting L on the
latter leads to
’()(p; q)  L(M )(M )((p; q))
and on the left we have the elements of the real-uniform cover ’()[Cn] of L, showing
that LM maps the covers () to covers.
Let h :M ! L now be the resulting frame homomorphism such that hM = LM .
Then, for any  2 R(M) and p; q 2 Q,
h((p; q)) = hM (h((− p) ^ (q − ))+i)
= LM (h((− p) ^ (q − ))+i) = ’()(p; q)
showing that h = ’(), and consequently ’ = Rh, as desired.
By Proposition 1, we have as an immediate consequence of Proposition 3:
Corollary 1. Strong realcompactness is coreective in CRFrm, with coreection maps
L :CRL ! L.
On the other hand, going back to Reynolds, we have the following alternative to
Theorem B of [18]:
Corollary 2. A Grothendieck topos is realcompact i it is the topos of sheaves on a
real-complete frame.
Further, the following more explicit version of Theorem 3.3 of Reynolds [18], orig-
inally stated without proof by Johnstone [15, p. 166], is an obvious consequence of
Propositions 2 and 3:
Corollary 3. A completely regular frame is strongly real-compact i it is a closed
quotient of some copower of L(R).
Finally, we have the following amended version of a parenthetical remark in Reynolds
[18] (where \complete" was omitted), but in this case, for once, we do assume the
axiom of choice.
Corollary 4. For any separable completely metrizable space X , its frame OX of open
sets is strongly realcompact.
Proof. Since any such X is homeomorphic to a closed subspace of R@0 [11, 4.3.25], it
is complete in the uniformity induced by the product uniformity of R@0 . Consequently,
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by Banaschewski{Pultr [8], OX is complete in the corresponding uniformity because
this is generated by a countable set of covers, namely the images of the basic metric
covers Cn of L(R) by the countably many homomorphisms L(R) ! OX induced
by the projections R@0 ! R. It follows that OX is also complete in the ner real
uniformity and therefore strongly realcompact.
Remark 10. By Remark 3, ACC implies that a completely regular frame is strongly
realcompact i it is Lindelof { which is the formulation given by Madden{Vermeer
[16] to the original result of Reynolds [18]. Hence, Proposition 3 is exactly the
choice-free version of this. Also, it may be worth specic mention that this is strong
enough to provide a choice-free proof of Corollary 3.
4. Realcompactness
We rst recall a number of general notions concerning uniform frames.
A (proper) lter in a uniform frame L is called a Cauchy lter if it meets every
uniform cover of L, and convergent if it contains a completely prime lter of L; further,
L is called Cauchy complete if every Cauchy lter of L is convergent [8]. We list a
number of familiar facts concerning Cauchy completeness by way of illustration.
(1) Obviously, a (separated) uniform space X is complete i the associated uniform
frame OX is Cauchy complete, by the familiar Cauchy criterion for completeness to-
gether with the fact that any completely prime lter of OX is the (open) neighbourhood
lter of some point of X since X is Hausdor and hence sober.
(2) Every complete uniform frame is Cauchy complete by Banaschewski{Pultr [8].
On the other hand, the uniform frame O(Rm) of open sets of Rm with the usual product
uniformity, although Cauchy complete, is not complete for any uncountable exponent
m because if it were Rm would be paracompact ([14]; see also [9]) and hence normal
{ which it is not [11, 3.12.15].
(3) It may be worth noting that, for spatial uniform frames, the dierence between
Cauchy completeness and completeness amounts to the dierence, originally established
by Isbell [13] long before the advent of uniform frames in general, between complete
and supercomplete uniform spaces.
The following provides a criterion for Cauchy completeness of a uniform frame L
in terms of its completion L :CL ! L.
Lemma 4. A uniform frame L is Cauchy complete i any homomorphism  :CL ! 2
factors through L :CL ! L.
Proof. ()) For any  :CL ! 2,
F = fa 2 L j (L)(a) = 1g
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is a Cauchy lter: it is obviously a lter, proper since L is dense, and Cauchy because
the image of any uniform cover of L by the right adjoint (L) of L is a (uniform)
cover of CL, by the properties of completions. Hence, by hypothesis there exists a com-
pletely prime lter PF in L, and we let  : L ! 2 be the associated homomorphism.
Then
(L)((L)(a)) = 1 implies ((L)(a)) = 1
for any a 2 L, and since CL is generated by the image of (L) it follows that
(L)(c) = 1 implies (c) = 1 for all c 2 CL; by the regularity of CL this shows
L = .
(() For any Cauchy lter F in L, the lter G in CL generated by (L)[F] is
again a Cauchy lter, and since CL is Cauchy complete, as noted earlier, there exists
a completely prime lter PG in CL. Then, let  :CL ! 2 be the associated homo-
morphism,  : L ! 2 such that  = L by hypothesis, and Q = fa 2 L j (a) = 1g.
Now, for any a 2 Q,
((L)(a)) = (L)(L)(a) = (a) = 1;
hence (L)(a) 2 P so that (L)(a) 2 G and therefore a 2 F . This shows QF ,
proving that L is Cauchy complete.
Remark 11. By this lemma, we may view Cauchy completeness of a uniform frame
L to mean that the completion of L does not add any new points.
An important aspect of Cauchy completeness is that, like completeness it is core-
ective in the category of uniform frames. This can easily be derived in the abstract
from Lemma 4 but was originally proved by Hong{Kim [12] by means of an explicit
construction involving the Cauchy lters. A subsequent analysis of this construction by
Banaschewski{Gilmour [4] led to the description of the Cauchy completion of a uni-
form frame L as the intermediate quotient ~L : ~CL ! L of the completion L :CL ! L
which arises in the factorization
CL
L! L = CL nCL! Fix(nCL) = ~CL ~L! L
determined by the nucleus
nCL = ((L)L) ^ rCL
on CL, where rCL is the nucleus of the spatial reection of CL. In terms of Lemma 4,
it is quite obvious that the homomorphisms CL ! 2 all factor through L :CL ! L i
~L : ~CL ! L is an isomorphism.
Now, we turn to the function algebras again. Following familiar terminology, a char-
acter of a commutative R-algebra A with unit is a unitary R-algebra homomorphism
A ! R. Then, for any completely regular frame L, each  : L ! 2 determines a char-
acter ’ :R(L) ! R such that p < ’() < q i (p; q) = 1 for all p; q 2 Q,
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alternatively viewed as the composite of R :R(L) ! R(2) with the isomorphism
R(2)! R referred to earlier. We call these characters the point evaluations of R(L)
and put ’ = ^.
Denition 3. A completely regular frame M is called realcompact if all characters of
R(M) are point evaluations.
It is clear that a Tychono space X is realcompact in terms of Hewitt’s original
denition i its frame OX of open sets is realcompact because R(OX ) is the same
as the R-algebra of real-valued continuous functions on X , and every  :OX ! 2
is given by a point of X . Hence, this denition provides what Schlitt [19] calls a
conservative extension, from spaces to frames, of the notion in question. Also, it is
clear that any strongly realcompact completely regular frame is realcompact since the
latter corresponds to the weaker condition in which the arbitrary L is restricted to L = 2.
On the other hand, by what has just been said, any frame O(Rm) is realcompact but
not strongly realcompact for uncountable m, again because if it were O(Rm) would be
paracompact and hence normal { which it is not.
Our basic result here is now the following pointfree version of a familiar character-
ization by Nachbin [17]:
Proposition 4. A completely regular frame L is realcompact i it is Cauchy complete
in its real uniformity.
Proof. In both directions, the argument depends on the fact that R(L) is an isomor-
phism.
()) We verify the condition for Cauchy completeness of Lemma 4. Given any
 : CRL ! 2, there exists  : L ! 2 such that ^ = ^R(L)−1 by hypothesis, hence
R = (R)R(L) = R(L);
and because R is faithful it follows that  = L.
(() For any character ’ :R(L) ! R, ’R(L) = ^ with suitable  :CRL ! 2
because CRL is strongly realcompact, and by hypothesis there then exist  : L ! 2
such that  = L. Consequently,
’R(L) = ^ = ^R(L)
and therefore ’ = ^.
As a result, we have the following special case:
Corollary. A Boolean frame M is realcompact i any lattice homomorphism
M ! 2 preserving countable joins is a frame homomorphism.
Proof. ()) Recalling the specic nature of M :CRM ! M in this case (Remark 3),
any ’ :M ! 2 of the kind in question extends to a frame homomorphism  :CRM ! 2
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such that (M ) = ’, and then  = M for some homomorphism  : M ! 2 by the
present hypothesis so that ’ = (M )(M ) = , showing ’ is a frame homomorphism.
(() For any frame homomorphism  :CRM ! 2, the map (M ) :M ! 2 is a
lattice homomorphisms preserving countable joins and hence actually a frame homo-
morphism by hypothesis. Now, (M )M (M ) = (M ) trivially, and since CRM
is generated by the image of (M ) this shows that  = ((M ))M , providing the
desired factorization.
Remark 12. This extends the familiar result that a discrete space is realcompact i it
has non-measurable cardinal.
Proposition 5. Realcompactness is coreective in CRFrm, with coreection given by
the Cauchy completion relative to the real uniformities.
Proof. Let ~L : ~CRL ! L be the map in question. To see that this is the desired core-
ection map it is enough to show that ~CRL is Cauchy complete in its real uniformity,
and this in turn will follow if we show that its real uniformity is the same as the
uniformity resulting from the real uniformity of CRL by the map CRL ! ~CRL. Now,
the image of a real-uniform cover by any homomorphism is again such a cover and
hence the latter uniformity is contained in the former. Conversely, any real-uniform
cover of ~CRL is the image of some such cover of CRL because L(R) is real-complete
and CRL ! ~CRL is the coreection map from real-complete completely regular frames.
Remark 13. Given that the realcompactness of frames conservatively extends the re-
alcompactness of spaces, Proposition 4 immediately implies that a Tychono space
is realcompact i it is complete in the weak uniformity given by all its real-valued
continuous functions and the metric uniformity of R, which is the classical charac-
terization of realcompactness by Nachbin [17] referred to earlier. It should be noted,
though, that the way this is obtained here diers fundamentally from its usual proof
because the present argument is based on Proposition 3 which properly transcends
the spatial case since many real-complete completely regular frames are not
spatial.
Remark 14. It should be pointed out that the notion of realcompactness investigated by
Banaschewski-Gilmour [4] is dierent from that considered here: [4] does not involve
function algebras but instead takes realcompactness to be dened by the condition on
the -frame Coz L of the cozero elements of a frame L dual to the familiar topolog-
ical condition that any z-lter with the countable intersection property has non-void
intersection. Among other things, it is then shown that this is equivalent to Cauchy
completeness with respect to the uniformity generated by the countable covers of Coz L,
and this in turn is proved to be the same as Cauchy completeness relative to the real
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uniformity { which provides the link with the present work. There is, however, one
further aspect in which the two papers dier from each other: like Reynolds [18]; [4]
is based on ACC without which the required properties of Coz L do not seem to be
available.
5. The zero-dimensional analogue
Here, we give a brief account of a perfectly analogous theory in which the completely
regular frames are replaced by the zero-dimensional frames, that is, the frames which
are generated by their complemented elements, and the ro^le of the real-valued functions
is taken over by the integer-valued functions.
To begin with, a Z -uniform cover of a frame L is a cover rened by some count-
able (= nite or countably innite) partition of L. Then, it is immediate that these
covers form a uniformity of L i L is zero-dimensional, called the Z -uniformity of
L. Correspondingly, a zero-dimensional frame L is called Z -complete if it is complete
in its Z -uniformity, and L :CZL ! L will be the homomorphism determined by the
completion of L relative to its Z -uniformity.
For these notions, one then establishes exact counterparts of Propositions 1 and 2,
as follows:
Z -completeness is coreective in the category of zero-dimensional frames, with
coreection maps L :CZL ! L.
Further, an integer-valued continuous function on a frame L is obviously a frame
homomorphism to L from the topology OZ of the discrete space Z , but it will be
convenient to consider these in the evidently equivalent form of maps ’ :Z ! L such
that
(IF1) ’(k) ^ ’(‘) = 0 whenever k 6= ‘
and
(IF2)
Wf’(k) j k 2 Zg = e.
Then, a frame homomorphism h :M ! L is called a CZ -extension of L provided it
is dense onto and for each integer-valued continuous function ’ :Z ! L on L there
exists such a ’ :Z ! M for which h ’ = ’. Now, we have:
A zero-dimensional frame L is Z -complete i any CZ -extension M ! L of L
is an isomorphism i it is isomorphic to a closed quotient of some copower of
OZ .
Next, the present counterparts of the function algebras R(L) are the rings Z(L)
with the integer-valued continuous functions ; ; ; : : : on L as elements and operations
determined by the operations of Z as lattice-ordered ring as follows:
(1) For  = +; ;^;_
(  )(m) =
_
f(k) ^ (‘) j k  ‘ = mg:
(2) (−)(m) = (−m).
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(3) For each k 2 Z , a nullary operation k dened such that
K (m) =

e (m = k);
0 (m 6= k):
Z(L) is a commutative F-ring with unit, with various additional properties. Also,
the correspondence L 7!Z(L) is functorial: for any frame homomorphism h :M ! L,
the map Zh :Z(M) ! Z(L) such that (Zh)() = h is clearly a homomorphism
of lattice-ordered rings with unit. Furthermore, there is an isomorphism  :Z(2)! Z
such that () = m i (m) = 1.
Now, the analogues of strong and mere realcompactness are dened as follows for
a zero-dimensional frame M :
M is called strongly Z -compact if the unitary ring homomorphisms ’ :Z(M) !
Z(L), for any zero-dimensional frame L, are all of the form ’ =Zh for some frame
homomorphism h :M ! L, and M is called Z -compact if any unitary ring homomor-
phism ’ :Z(M)! Z is of the form ’ = (Z) for some  : M ! 2.
Then, using techniques that partly mirror those of Sections 2{4 and partly involve
specic arguments based on the distinct features of the present situation, one obtains
that a zero-dimensional frame M is strongly Z -compact (Z -compact) i it is complete
(Cauchy complete) in its Z -uniformity, as well as the corresponding coreection
results.
The case of Z -compactness provides a choice-free alternative to a result of Schlitt
[21, Theorem 4.3].
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